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Abstract 
This paper presents a numerical study of a linear compressor cascade to investigate the effective end 
wall profiling rules for highly-loaded axial compressors. The first step in the research applies a 
correlation analysis for the different flow field parameters by a data mining over 600 profiling samples 
to quantify how variations of loss, secondary flow and passage vortex interact with each other under 
the influence of a profiled end wall. The result identifies the dominant role of corner separation for 
control of total pressure loss, providing a principle that only in the flow field with serious corner 
separation does the does the profiled end wall change total pressure loss, secondary flow and passage 
vortex in the same direction. Then in the second step, a multi-objective optimization of a profiled end 
wall is performed to reduce loss at design point and near stall point. The development of effective end 
wall profiling rules is based on the manner of secondary flow control rather than the geometry features 
of the end wall. Using the optimum end wall cases from the Pareto front, a quantitative tool for 
analyzing secondary flow control is employed. The driving force induced by a profiled end wall on 
different regions of end wall flow are subjected to a detailed analysis and identified for their 
positive/negative influences in relieving corner separation, from which the effective profiling rules are 
further confirmed. It is found that the profiling rules on a cascade show distinct differences at design 
point and near stall point, thus loss control of different operating points is generally independent. 
Keywords 
Compressor, profiled end wall, cascade, corner separation, numerical simulation 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays compressors are commonly designed with higher aerodynamic load to meet the demand 
of thrust to weight ratio of a modern aeroengine. Driven by the high pressure gradient across the blade 
passage, the cross-passage flow within the end wall region is intensified and therefore accumulates 
more of boundary layer fluid into the suction side (SS) corner [1]. As a result, this commonly leads to 
significant three-dimensional corner separation and increase in the total pressure loss. 
During the past decades, numerous methods have been put forward to control the end wall flow of 
turbomachines. Next to the possibility of using three-dimensional blade shaping, boundary layer 
suction/blowing and vortex generators, non-axisymmetric profiled end wall (PEW, also known as end 
wall contouring) is a good additional option to improve the performance of compressors. As a 
promising passive flow control measure, PEW was initially proposed in turbine cascade [2]. Research 
into PEW can be broadly separated into two categories by the approach of how the end wall geometry 
is designed. One is the well known CFD based numerical optimization, which is widely used in both 
turbines and compressors; this is very time consuming, but generally produces satisfactory performance. 
The end wall geometry is commonly parameterized and controlled using a set of free varying points. 
An optimization procedure is then performed via a certain algorithm to get the optimum result. The 
other method is based on previous experience, which is well developed in turbines but seldom 
published in compressors except for Hu's paper [3]. The perturbation of the end wall geometry in this 
approach is defined using some smooth function, which is commonly controlled by very few 
parameters. The values of parameters are typically given by previous experience and adjusted by 
trial-and-error to find a satisfactory result. 
The basic principle of PEW is to employ concave/convex contours on the end wall surface to change 
the static pressure. Studies in turbines show that a non-axisymmetric end wall with an upslope surface 
from SS to PS is commonly beneficial to the compressor performance because it reduces the 
cross-passage pressure difference and the secondary loss. The “upslope rule” thus becomes a design 
guideline and is employed in the so-called conventional contouring approach for performance 
improvement of turbines[17]. 
However, in compressor applications, this profiling rule is supported by only a few studies. The 
empirically based study of Hu, as previously mentioned, employed this rule on the hub end wall of a 
low-load rotor and improved the efficiency by 0.45%. Wu [4] conducted an optimization on the hub end 
wall of a highly-loaded axial flow compressor cascade. The result showed a large concave near PS with 
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a slight convex near SS, just as described by the upslope rule. Additionally, the optimization studies of 
Liu [5], Zhao [6] and Reutter [7] all gave similar results with some minor differences, where the 
cross-passage flow was suppressed in the end wall region and finally obtained significant loss 
reduction (2%-5%of the total) or efficiency improvement (over 0.3%). 
There were also studies on PEW employing the numerical optimization but shows different results. 
Harvey researched a linear cascade [8] and obtained profiling with a convex near SS and a concave in 
mid-pitch region. The cross flow was seen to intensify in the rear part of the passage and the overall 
total pressure loss was reduced by about 7%. In a further study on the third stage of a 6-stage HP 
compressor [9], the optimized non-axisymmetric end wall possessed a concave in the front region near 
the SS followed by a convex in the rear region. The loss core of the suction leg of the horse shoe vortex 
moved off the end wall and on to the suction surface of the aerofoil, finally reducing the total pressure 
loss coefficient by 0.02.  
In Reising's [10, 11] study, multi-objective PEW optimization was applied to a compressor stage and 
produced an opposite result to the upslope rule. The optimum end wall geometries on hub and casing 
end wall of the stator sank near the PS and rose in mid-pitch, with a different shape near the SS; 
however, but both end walls suppressed the development of corner separation by accelerating the 
cross-passage secondary flow in the rear passage. The optimized rotor hub also possessed a similar 
shaping. The cross pressure gradient did increase in value, but turned less perpendicular to the 
streamlines, which finally suppressed secondary flow and increased efficiency. 
Additionally, some more optimization exercises obtained end wall geometries that partially agreed 
with the upslope rule. This can be seen in Lepot's investigation[12], where the end wall was profiled 
together with the blade and obtained a combined PEW which agreed with the upslope rule in the front 
part of the passage while appearing contrary to it in the rest region. In Li's [13] research, the optimized 
PEW was found to slow down cross-passage flow in the mid-pitch region, accelerate it when 
approaching the SS and then slow it down again in the region of the SS corner. A recent study of 
Mahesh[14] conducted an optimization profiling employing 130 control points on the hub end wall 
surface. The optimized end wall geometry presented a local convex surface in the mid-chord of the SS 
corner and a concave surface in the mid-chord of the PS corner, with large amount of convex and 
concaves spreading in the wide mid-pitch region of the end wall, thus making a very complex profile to 
analyze. 
The above shows that research on optimization of PEW did not even reach a common view about the 
effective end wall profiling rules. This inconsistency may likely come from the complexity of the 
diffusing flow in compressors. It is known that the development of corner separation can be sensitive to 
local pressure gradient, which is easily altered by a slight change of the PEW geometry or even the 
same geometry with a different inflow angle. The upslope rule only provides a superficial guidance for 
the end wall geometry; although it has a physics basis, it is not actually effective for end wall profiling 
in compressor. This may also explain why the time-saving PEW approach, employing empirical 
experience and trial-and-error, is so much underdeveloped and seldom published in compressors. 
To make end wall profiling in compressors more effective and widely used, the empirical design 
approach of PEW should be given greater consideration as in turbines. More effective profiling rules 
should be developed focusing on the control of secondary flow provided by PEW rather than its 
geometry feature. The following two aspects are critical: 
i. clarify the interaction among different flow structures (vortex, secondary flow and separation) and 
their correlation with loss for general profiling principles; 
ii. Identify the effective and specific method by which end wall shaping controls the above flow 
structures and loss generation. 
After a brief introduction of the objective in study and the numerical setup in section2, the former 
problem will be discussed in section 3 with the help of data mining. The latter will be discussed in 
section 4, based on the conclusion of the correlation analysis and the results of a multi-objective 
optimization design of PEW. 
2. Compressor cascade and CFD method 
A linear compressor cascade with an inlet boundary layer is chosen for this study. The reason is 
partly because it has already been experimentally studied in detail, but more importantly because it is 
uniform in the span-wise direction and has no leakage flow and boundary layer skew, thus eliminating 
the co-influences of some complex factors in real compressors. Since there is no centrifugal force and 
Coriolis force, studies in this cascade are actually indicative of an ideal condition in the tip region of 
the stator where there is no influence of different span-wise load as well as non-uniform inlet incidence, 
except for an inlet boundary layer and cross-passage secondary flow. 
  
2.1 Compressor cascade in study 
The cascade in study is a typical highly-loaded low-speed linear compressor cascade, and has been 
numerically and experimentally studied by Zhang [15]. Fig.1 provides its overview. The circular-arc 
element is designed with a 50° flow turning angle and its diffusion factor reaches 0.5. According to 
Zhang’s study [15, 16], corner separation in this cascade occupies a large area over the suction surface 
rather than being confined to the hub-SS corner, mainly because of the strong pitchwise pressure 
gradient. Table 1 gives the main design parameters of the cascade. More details about the test rig can be 
found in reference [15]. 
 
Fig.1 Overview of cascade 
Table 1  Design parameters of cascade [16] 
parameters value 
Height of blade, span 0.2m 
axial chord, Ca 0.107m 
solidity, C/s 2.14 
inlet metal angle, β1k 52° 
outlet metal angle, β2k 12° 
stagger angle 20.5° 
2.2 CFD method 
Figure 2 provides an over view of the grids. They are generated using AutoGrid5. Only a half-span 
passage is generated with a mirror boundary at 50%span because of its span-wise symmetrical structure. 
The inlet and outlet passages both use long extended "H" blocks. The former extends to 1.2Ca 
upstream of the leading edge (LE), which is the location where experimental measurements were taken. 
The latter reaches 2.0Ca downstream of the trailing edge (TE) to ensure an adequate mixing of the 
outlet flow. The blade-to-blade flow surface employs refined nodes in the center with "O4H" topology 
to achieve a higher degree of orthogonality. The numbers of nodes in some important sections are also 
indicated in Fig.2. The above mentioned details of the numerical model are the same as those reported 
in previous work [13], in which the grid development was validated by experimental measurements after 
going through a grid convergence study. In this paper, the grid distribution is changed only on the 
span-wise direction. The number of span-wise nodes has been doubled from the previous study to a 
value of 81, and in particular has been refine in the hub region to better predict the end wall flow. As 
the result, the overall number of nodes is twice as before and reaches around 1,538, 000. The average 
y+ of first grid layer is less than 1. 
 
Fig.2 Overview of grids 
  
At inlet, incidence was set uniformly along the span and the velocity profile was specified according 
to the experimental data, as shown in Fig.3. The thickness of the end wall boundary layer reaches about 
12.5%span. At the outlet boundary, static pressure was set to atmospheric pressure. Two operating 
points were selected here: the design point (DP, incidence = -1°) and the near corner-stall point (NS, 
incidence = +7°) to evaluate the performance of the cascade under different inlet conditions. The 
simulation was conducted using the commercial code EURANUS. The flow field of the cascade was 
calculated by solving the steady RANS equations with the two equation k-ω Wilcox turbulence model. 
The spatial discrezitation used Jameson’s 2nd order cell-centered explicit finite volume scheme and the 
time stepping used the 4-step Runge-Kutta scheme. It should be noted that at the last operating 
condition of the compressor cascade, i.e. near the stall point, strong perturbations are often found in the 
real flow field and leads to instability in the numerical model. However, in this case, the convergence 
history showed no significant perturbation, even near the stall point. Consequently, the steady 
simulation was still appropriate for the performance evaluation at the near stall condition. Multi-grids 
and local time stepping techniques were applied to speed-up convergence. 
 
Fig.3 inlet velocity profile 
2.3 Validation of the CFD method 
Figure 4 provides a comparison between the numerical and experimental results of the pitch-wise 
averaged total pressure loss and flow angle taken 0.4Ca downstream of the TE. The Curve labeled "b1" 
give the result at design point. The simulation shows an over estimation of loss over the full range, 
however, good agreement is demonstrated with the characteristic shape of the experimental profiles, 
especially the "S" shape of the loss profile within the first 10% of span and the location of the 
under-turning peak in the distribution of the flow angle. This indicates that the coupling effect of the 
corner separation and the hub cross flow is well predicted. Additionally, another group of data with a 
thicker inlet boundary layer (thickness reaching 22.5%span), labeled with "b2", are given for a further 
comparison. The curves of b1 and b2 show that the CFD model calculated the effect of a thicker 
boundary layer very well - both in magnitude and position of the changes in loss and flow angle, 
regardless of the absolute difference between the experimental and simulated values. This indicates a 
satisfactory level of simulation accuracy to calculate the extension of separation. 
       
Fig.4 experimental and calculated pitch-average total pressure loss and flow angle at 0.4Ca 
downstream of TE 
Figure 5 shows the streamline pattern near the SS and hub at design point to judge the accuracy of 
the CFD method in predicting the corner separation. Near the end wall, the calculated limiting 
  
streamlines show a strong cross trend and match the result of oil-flow very well. The calculated start 
point of corner separation, i.e. the saddle point labeled NN2, is almost at the same position as the 
experiment, with a slight discrepancy being apparent in the separation area alongside the SS corner. On 
the SS, a separation line is seen around 10%span, indicating the low energy fluid accumulated on the 
SS. The direction of climb and reversed flow below 10%span at the rear SS corner agrees with the 
experiment. However, limited by the CFD method, the separation bubble within 0.2-0.5Ca is not 
predicted because the full turbulent assumption makes transition beyond the ability of this simulation.  
The separation bubble on the SS can be important for a two-dimensional separation (in quasi-S1 
stream surface). The absence of the separation bubble means that the two-dimensional separation starts 
earlier at the TE. The three-dimensional separation also occupies larger area. This may explains the 
full-span over estimation of the calculated total pressure loss and flow angle, as shown in Fig.4. 
Nevertheless, it was judged that the fully turbulent modeling assumption would not significantly 
influence this study, because the direction of the hub corner flow, which is believed most critical for the 
development of corner separation, is well predicted. This may explain why CFD shows some 
discrepancy with the experimental result, while still exhibiting a similar tends and an accurate result for 
the variation of loss and flow angle at different extents of separation. The deviation between the 
absolute level of values predicted by CFD and experiments cancels out when comparing between the 
predicted sets of results for different cases. It was considered that the CFD model had adequate 
accuracy for the present study. 
 
 
a. experiment result of oil-flow visualization[15] 
  
b. calculated limiting streamlines 
Fig.5 flow pattern near hub end wall (left) and SS(right) 
3. Correlation analysis for flow structures and loss 
To provide general principles and guidance for end wall design, this section described the application 
separation line 
  
of a data mining method on the PEW to analyze the correlation among different flow structures and 
loss during profiling. The profiling method and the theoretical basis will be presented in subsection 3.1 
and 3.2. The coordinate system for all the equations below is illustrated in Fig.1, in which x, y and z are 
respectively defined as the span-wise, pitchwise and streamwise (axial) direction. 
3.1 Contouring method 
Figure 6 shows the profiling method. The end wall surface was a lofted surface over six Bezier 
curves and limited between the LE and TE. Each of them was circumferentially parallel to the camber 
curve and controlled by 9 nodes, labeled with blj (1≤ l ≤ 6 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 9). Among them, bl1, bl2, bl8 and 
bl9 (marked blue in Fig.6a) were fixed to the original hub (x=0 plane) to ensure a smooth transition of 
the end wall contour, while the rest nodes (marked white) were able to vary freely within 
-2.5~+2.5%span.  
Figure 6b gives the projection of curve1 and curve3 on the x-z plane as an example. According to the 
character of Bezier curve, the polyline of bl1~ bl9 is actually the convex hull of Bezier curvel. A 
parameter t is introduced, where t  [0, 1]. When the node blj is moved along the x coordinate by δxlj, 
the whole curve will also be altered smoothly with its maximum changing at t = j/n, by 
9
9( ) C 1
j j
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j j j
x x
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 
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                        (1) 
Obviously, the variation of blj and δx (j/n) have a linear relation.  
   
a. end wall surface                         b. projection of curve1 on x-z plane 
Fig.6 Contouring method of end wall surface 
3.2 Evaluating the flow field and performance 
The data mining applied in this study employed nine parameters to quantify the secondary flow, 
blockage and aerodynamic loss of the flow field. The definition of these parameters is as follows. 
1) Secondary flow 
Two parameters were defined to evaluate the secondary flow in the cascade passage.  
skeTE represents the averaged secondary kinetic energy at the trailing edge z-plane. It has been used 
in Reising’s research [9] and defined as 
21 [ ( ) ]
2
prim prim
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TE TE
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             (2) 
where [V-(V·nprim)nprim] means the velocity component perpendicular to the direction of primary flow 
(nprim), i.e. secondary velocity. A high value of ske commonly indicates the existence of strong cross 
and climb secondary flow, or significant flow turning induced by blockage. The mass flow averaged 
ske at the exit plane thus represents the overall intensity of secondary flow. 
Another parameter is the averaged vortex flux at TE: 
Ste( )z
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d
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                            (3) 
in which “Ste(x)” is the unit step function defined as 
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                                (4) 
According to the definition in equation (3) and the coordinate system illustrated in Fig.1, VoTE only 
refers to the vortex that has a negative z component, i.e. the same direction as the passage vortex in the 
TE-plane. Since the passage vortex occupies a dominant role in the vortex system, a high value of VoTE 
commonly indicates a strong passage vortex developing in the cascade.  
2) Blockage 
x 
y 
z 
  
The evaluation of blockage employs the concept of AVDR, i.e. the ratio of pitch averaged TE Vzρ and 
inlet Vzρ at the same span to evaluate the blockage of the cascade. In the ideal situation, where there is 
no blockage in the cascade, the meridian streamline will keep parallel to the inlet flow and therefore 
AVDR equals 1 at full-span range. However, for flow with three-dimensional separation in the 
suction-hub corner, the local streamline will be commonly blocked and then forced to a different span 
location. Hence, the out flow will be adjusted to a nonuniform distribution, leading to a lower value of 
AVDR downstream of the blocked span range. Thus, the blockage level can be evaluated using the 
normalized deviation of AVDR, i.e. 
 
0.5 2
0
1
( )
0.5
span
savgB AVDR x AVDR dx
span
                        (5) 
where “savg” represents the span-wise averaged value. A high value of B indicates a significant 
blockage near the end wall region. In particular, for the stator of a compressor stage, this parameter is 
likely to be associated with the aerodynamic stability of the upstream rotor. 
3) Total pressure loss 
A total of six parameters were defined to evaluate the total pressure loss of cascade.  
Lossout reflects the overall loss of the cascade. It is defined as the normalized total pressure 
difference between the outlet plane and inlet plane, i.e. 
,
,
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                           (6) 
in which the subscript ‘in’ , ‘out’ and ‘mavg’ respectively represents inlet plane, outlet plane and the 
mass flow averaged value. 
Evaluation for loss sources is by a quantitative analysis model derived in our previous work [13]. 
According to the model, the blade passage can be divided into four sub-regions upon the mechanism of 
loss generation, as shown in Fig.7. Each of them corresponds to a different loss source and is quantified 
by a normalized volume integral of the dissipation function, i.e. 
, ,
( ) ( )
regionsource
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                   (7) 
Four sources of loss were considered: CpU, CpP, CpFRI and CpD. 
 
Fig.7 division of passage for loss sources evaluation 
CpU corresponds to region 1. The loss in total pressure comes mainly from the shear effect induced 
by the LE turning of the flow.  
CpFRI is calculated in region 2, which is a skin-like layer over the blade surface within y
+=100. The 
total pressure loss comes mainly from the surface friction.  
CpP is calculated in region 3, which occupies the rest of the space from 10%~100%Ca apart from 
region 2. In this region, Pt loss mainly comes from the shear effect induced by corner separation. 
CpD is the loss coefficient in region 4, which occupies the space downstream of the TE. The loss 
source in this region mainly corresponds to the dissipation of low energy fluid (induced by the 
upstream separation) coupled with the dissipation of secondary flow coming out of the passage. 
In view of the mechanism of the above four sources, the loss purely associated with corner 
  
separation can be approximately evaluated by removing the dissipation of secondary flow from the sum 
of CpD and CpP. This produces another loss parameter 
,( )
mavg
SEP D P
in mavg
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Cp Cp Cp
Pt P

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
                         (8) 
where Δskemavg represents the reduction of mass flow averaged secondary kinetic energy from the TE to 
outlet of the computational domain, i.e. the major part of the dissipation of secondary flow. 
 So far, all the parameters for the quantitative analysis, i.e., skeTE, VoTE, B, Lossout, CpU, CpP, CpFRI, 
CpD and CpSEP, have been defined. A grid dependence study for the parameters was also applied for the 
flat end wall cascade to make sure the CFD method have sufficient accuracy even for the detailed flow 
field analysis, as shown by table 2. G2 are the grids employed in this study. Compare with G2, G1 grids 
do not refine the nodes near end wall region and the grids size totals up to 1.2 million; G3 grids 
furthermore refine the nodes in the region of higher span and the grids size is about 2.3million. Table 2 
show the relative change of four types of parameters for G1, G2 and G3. It is seen that the relative 
change of all four types of parameters are below 0.55% when G2 is further refined. The grids employed 
in this study thus have sufficient accuracy for the detailed flow field analysis.  
Tab.2 Grid dependence study for flow field parameters 
work 
point 
performance 
parameters 
G1 grids G2 grids 
relative change 
from G1 to G2 
G3 grids 
relative change 
from G1 to G2 
i 
=
 -
1
° 
Lossout 0.09643 0.09151 -5.10% 0.09151 0.00% 
skeTE 1.762 1.823 3.46% 1.817 -0.33% 
B 0.1300 0.1381 6.23% 0.1387 0.43% 
VoTE 125.1 131.2 4.88% 130.8 -0.31% 
i 
=
 7
° 
Lossout 0.1699 0.1624 -4.41% 0.1615 -0.55% 
skeTE 1.791 1.592 -11.11% 1.589 -0.02% 
B 0.2532 0.2458 -2.92% 0.2458 0.00% 
VoTE 115.3 113.4 -1.65% 113.8 0.35% 
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
This study employed a normalized correlation factor to quantify the correlation between parameters. 
It was known that the cascade performance is actually an abstract function of profiling parameters, i.e. 
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where xij is the x coordinate of bij. p1 and p2 were used to represent a pair of the above parameters, 
either two performance parameters or a performance parameter coupled with a profiling parameter.  
The normalized correlation factors between p1 and p2 could then be calculated by 
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Using the Monte Carlo estimate, it became 
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Thus, a sampling in the design space was required to perform the correlation analysis. 
The variable interval of xlj was divided to 10 discrete levels. A random combination was then applied 
for the profiling parameters and generated a sampling set of over 600 different non-axisymmetric end 
wall cases. Their performance parameters were then obtained by applying simulation. Their correlation 
factors were calculated through equation (11) and finally listed in Table 3. The top right part gives the 
result at the design point while the bottom left part gives the result of the near stall point. Note that the 
correlation factor γ(p1, p2) reveals how the first parameter p1 is relevant to second one p2 during 
profiling. For random variables, it is always the case that |γ| ≤ 1. The more |γ| approaches 1, the closer 
p1 and p2 are relevant with each other. The positive/negative sign of γ generally indicates a 
synchronous/opposite variation of p1 and p2. In particular, γ = 0 means that p1 and p2 are independent 
with each other, while γ = ±1 means p1 has a positive/negative linear relation with p2. Thus, the 
influence of end wall contouring on the variation of loss, blockage, secondary flow and the passage 
  
vortex can be revealed.  
Tab.3 Correlation factors of flow parameters 
γ(p1, p2) 
skeTE VoTE B CpU CpP CpFRI CpD CpSEP Lossout 
-1° incidence (design point) 
skeTE 
+
7
° 
in
ci
d
en
ce
 (
n
ea
r 
st
al
l 
p
o
in
t)
 
 
0.624  -0.581  -0.102  -0.535  -0.169  -0.499  -0.581  -0.518  
VoTE 0.976    -0.139  0.032  0.041 0.043  0.028  -0.006  -0.0004  
B 0.821  0.746    0.150  0.748  0.252  0.878  0.851  0.848  
CpU -0.859  -0.791  0.912    0.258  0.712  0.285  0.286  0.904  
CpP 0.939  0.880  0.943  -0.941    0.340  0.882  0.946  0.988  
CpFRI 0.541  0.536  0.580  -0.575  0.580    0.415  0.406  0.611  
CpD 0.895  0.833  0.957  -0.902  0.974  0.607    0.982  0.992  
CpSEP 0.917  0.854  0.957  -0.930  0.994  0.595  0.992  
 
0.996  
Lossout 0.922  0.863  0.952  0.405  0.894  0.542  0.976  0.974    
 
The following features, labeled with different frames in Table 3, should be noted: 
i. The influence of the PEW on the corner separation plays a major role in varying the overall loss 
over the full operating range. The variation of the loss sources downstream of the TE has a larger 
effect than that within the passage at the design point but a roughly equal effect at the near stall 
point; 
ii. the variation of blockage has an almost linear relation with the corner separation loss in the full 
operating range; 
iii. at the design point, the total pressure loss varies approximately inversely with the overall 
secondary flow intensity, and is almost independent from that of the passage vortex. Near stall 
point, however, the variation of total pressure loss and secondary flow intensity show a 
synchronous variation. Both of them are more closely related to the variation of passage vortex. 
The first two features coincide with the literature study. The former additionally points out the different 
influences of PEW on the upstream and downstream loss sources at different throttling. This would 
indicate that the development of PEW should focus more on reducing the loss sources downstream of 
passage at design point, and take in to account the in-passage loss sources as well near stall point. 
The third feature, however, provides a complex relationship between the variation of loss and 
secondary flow which seldom been mentioned by the previous studies. Since it is a consideration of 
this paper, detailed discussion now follows to clarify its mechanism. 
A general illustration for cascade secondary flows is given according to their relation with loss, as 
sketched in Fig.8 for a better understanding. The blade passage can be generally divided into three 
sub-regions, labeled region 1, 2 and 3. The end wall cross-passage flow in region 1 is known as the 
basic cause for corner separation [1]. Stronger secondary flow in this region leads to higher total 
pressure loss. In region 2, the climb flow along the SS is found to give a pre-mixture for the low energy 
fluid before it meets the primary flow [13], and thus helps reduce loss and relieve corner separation. 
Secondary flow in region 3 represents the derivation of primary flow and is passively produced because 
of the blockage of the corner separation. Its intensity can be influenced by any factor associated with 
corner separation, including the previously mentioned cross and climb flows.  
The reason why overall secondary flow shows different correlation with overall loss at different 
operating points would likely come from the variation of secondary flow in the above three sub-regions. 
Some typical cases are chosen from the sampling set for a more detailed explanation. 
Figure 9 provides the Lossout-skeTE map for all samples in the database. Six typical cases are chosen 
to cover the variation of loss and secondary flow intensity - four of them for the design point, label a-d 
in Fig.9a, and the other two for near stall point, labelled e and f in Fig.9b. 
At the design point, cases b and d show different skeTE but both have significant lower total pressure 
loss than cases a and c. According to the through-flow loss and secondary flow, which are evaluated 
using Фavg and skemavg in Fig.10, the lower loss is associated with their lower Фavg between 0.5Ca and 
the outlet. Their skemavg curves present higher or lower absolute values, however, both include a much 
slower "rise and drop" than cases a and c. 
feature ii 
feature i 
feature iii 
  
 
Fig.8 classification of secondary flow 
 
a. design point                          b. near stall point 
Fig.9 Loss-skeTE map of the database 
The flow field details are all given in Fig.11. Six planes cutting across the passage are visible at the 
position of 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0Ca. In Fig.11a, the area of corner separation is shown by the 
iso-surface with V<0.1Vin,mid. Ф is plotted on each of the planes to show the distribution of loss source. 
Contours of ske are plotted in Fig.11b. In the range where Фavg of cases b and d shows lower value, the 
corner separation for both cases has a much smaller extent and presents lower dissipation function, 
marked by black circles in Fig.11a. A rapid increase of the ske in the rear part of region 2 is also seen 
and indicates a remarkable acceleration of the climb flow along the SS. According to Li's study[13], 
since the climb flow was able to reduce separation loss by inducing a pre-mixture for the low energy 
fluid, the acceleration of climb flow in region 2 is thus identified to be the main cause of the above 
mentioned reduction of loss and relieved corner separation. As a result, the primary flow of cases b and 
d are blocked by a smaller area of low energy fluid than for cases a and c. Their ske in region 3 increase 
and dissipates more slowly from 0.4Ca to 1.0Ca, which explains the slower "rise and drop" of skemavg 
curves in Fig.10b.  
The correlation between loss and secondary flow at the design point is now clear. Since corner 
separation is mainly relived by the strong climb flow in the rear passage, which is quantitatively a 
small proportion of the entire secondary flow system, the overall secondary flow intensity of the 
lower-loss cases is thus characterized by its increase/decrease rate rather than a higher/lower absolute 
value. This explains why γ(skeTE, Lossout)DP shows a positive value but still far less than 1. Further, it is 
well known that the passage vortex develops from the cross-passage flow of the upstream hub region, 
i.e. ske in region 1. The variation of intensity of the passage vortex is therefore independent from loss 
and is only partially associated with overall secondary flow intensity. 
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a. area-averaged dissipation function               b. massflow-averaged ske 
Fig.10 streamwise development of loss and secondary flow at design point 
 
      case a               case b                case c                case d 
lgФ   
a. corner separation and dissipation function 
 
      case a               case b                case c                case d 
ske(Pa)  
b. secondary flow 
Fig.11 three-dimensional flow field at design point 
Compared with the design point, the PEW shows quite another story when it operates near the stall 
point, as shown by the typical cases e and f in Fig.9b, Fig.12 and Fig.13. Both of skemavg and Фavg in 
case f show remarkably higher values than for cases e from a much more upstream location around 
0.1Ca. Correspondingly, the ske contour of case f sees higher distribution of ske than case e in all three 
regions throughout the passage. Since Ф contours of case f show much more serious corner separation 
and higher dissipation function upstream of 0.6Ca than case e, the hub cross flow in the front region 1 
is inferred to act as the dominant contributor. The correlation between loss and cross-passage flow 
should be just as those concluded in the previous studies [1, 4-7], that stronger cross flow in the front end 
wall intensifies the accumulation of low energy fluid and the corner separation, thus leading to 
subsequent higher dissipation later in the passage. As a result, the primary flow incurs greater deviation. 
Higher ske also appears in region 3 in the front part of passage.  
The main reason for the changes between the design point and near stall point is mainly associated 
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with the development of the corner separation. Under a higher incidence, corner separation initiates in a 
more upstream region and occupies a larger area than at design point, as shown in Fig.13. The 
significant development of the corner separation makes the deviation secondary flow take a higher 
proportion in all three high ske regions. Since it is induced by the hub cross flow, the significant corner 
separation actually “amplifies” the proportion of hub cross flow in the whole secondary flow system. 
As a result, the two components of secondary flow, i.e. cross flow and deviation flow become more 
closely related with each other, which also increase their correlation with corner separation. The 
development of the passage vortex is also more closely related to the loss and secondary flow via the 
dominant cross-passage flow in the overall secondary flow system. 
 
a. area-averaged dissipation function               b. massflow-averaged ske 
Fig.12 streamwise development of loss an secondary flow near stall point 
 
       case e                case f                case e                case f 
   a. corner separation and dissipation function                b. secondary flow 
lgФ     
ske(Pa)  
Fig.13 three-dimensional flow field near stall point 
3.4 Profiling principles 
So far, the impact of the PEW on the interaction between loss, secondary flow and passage vortex 
has been presented. The following points can be concluded as the general guidance. 
Using PEW, the control of corner separation is anagolous with that of span-wise blockage, and is of 
most importance for reducing total pressure loss over the full operating range. 
At the design point, the impact of PEW is most apparent in the rear part of the passage. The 
influence of PEW on overall loss shows an approximately inverse relation with its influence on the 
intensity of the secondary flow. It is almost independent of the passage vortex, because corner 
separation and the passage vortex are respectively associated with the cross-passage secondary flow 
and SS climb flow, neither of which contributes a major part of the absolute value of secondary kinetic 
energy at the TE-plane. It is therefore undesirable to reduce loss at the design point by limiting the 
development of the passage vortex or by globally reducing the ske. 
Near the stall point, the influence of PEW demonstrates a similar level of influence on the front and 
rear parts of passage. Because of the developing extent of the corner separation for the flow field, 
which on the one hand increases the influence of the hub cross flow among all three secondary flow 
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components, on the other hand closely associates the overall secondary flow with corner separation. 
The overall loss, the intensity of the overall secondary flow and the passage vortex almost change in 
the same direction Therefore, near the stall point or the point at which significant corner separation 
exists in the passage, reduction of loss can be accomplished by limiting the development of the passage 
vortex or reducing the overall secondary flow. 
The following passage will focus on the second aspect identified in section 1, i.e. the effective 
methods by which end wall shaping controls the cascade performance and flow field. 
4. Effective profiling rules using non-axisymmetric end wall 
A multi-objective optimization was applied to establish the most effective profiling rules for 
compressors. However, the traditional analysis of rising and depression of end wall surface is not used 
here because, as pointed out in the Introduction section, the modification of the pressure distribution 
produced by PEW vary substantially with a change of inflow condition, thus making the profiling rules 
transferrable between different operation points and not applicable among different compressors 
(cascades). To solve this problem, a quantitative analyzing tool was employed from previous work by 
the author[13], in which the geometry feature is not the main focus, instead the influence of profiling is 
treated as a “correctional force” that changes the original flow field to a better PEW flow field. The 
flow near the hub end wall is governed by 
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           (14) 
where quantities with the subscripts “ori”, “pew” and “corr” respectively represent the values at a flat 
end wall, profiled end wall and its variation induced by PEW, i.e. Qcorr= Qpew- Qori. Note that equation 
(14) is a y-z vector equation. The left side parameter, i.e. the negative produc of y-z correctional 
pressure gradient and density shares the same dimension with acceleration and approximately acts as 
the driving force for the value of convective acceleration of Vcorr. Thus, −
1
𝜌
𝛁𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟  is used as a tool for 
analyzing the correctional force induced by PEW and is termed the “driving force” in the following 
passages for convenience. 
4.1 Optimization of PEW 
To demonstrate better performance, a compressor stage is expected to have higher efficiency at 
design point and higher πNS/mNS near stall point. Therefore, the stator row should have lower loss at 
both operating points to reach a higher total pressure ratio and reduced tip blockage near stall to reduce 
the risk of an earlier rotating stall of the rotor. Note that the data mining has confirmed that Lossout and 
B changes in the same direction near stall point during profiling. Thus, there is no need to set BNS as an 
objective function. A multi-objective optimization aimed at minimizing Lossout at the design point and 
near the stall point will be thorough enough to achieve an effective profiling for both efficiency and 
stability of the compressor. 
 
Fig.14 Framework of the optimization 
Figure 14 gives the framework of the optimization process used for the PEW. It comprised two 
layers of iteration. The inner one was the optimization iteration, which was formed by a radial basis 
  
function neural network as the surrogate CFD solver and a genetic algorithm as the optimizer. The 
neural network was initially trained by the samples previously used for data mining, establishing the 
projection from the 30 profiling parameters to (Lossout,NS, Lossout,DP)T. Then a multi-objective genetic 
algorithm was applied with the NSGA-II searching strategy and progressed through a 300-generation 
evolution. 24 individuals were finally selected at uniform spacing along the Pareto front as the 
optimum results. Thereafter, CFD simulation was applied for the 24 individuals to predict their results. 
The 24 PEWs were added to the sampling database to refine the neural network, and then a new outer 
iteration was started. 
  
Fig.15 Lossout,NS-Lossout,DP projection during optimization 
Figure 15 gives the Lossout,DP-Lossout,NS projection from the optimization process. The case with a flat 
end wall is marked by a green solid circle in the map. Other cases belong to the original database 
(black solid squares) or the optimization iterations (blue triangles and pink diamonds). After 
proceeding for 46 steps, the optimization profiling reached convergence and finally distributed around 
the top-right corner of the map, with the Pareto front approaching the shape of a right angle. This 
indicates that there is not much conflict between minimizing Lossout,DP and Lossout,NS. Therefore, the 
optimum control of end wall flow is generally independent for design and near stall points. 
Five individuals were typically selected from Fig.15 to conclude the optimum profiling principle, 
marked by orange squares and labeled 1-5. Among them, cases 1 and 2 emphasize the performance at 
the design point. Cases 3-5 are chosen near the Pareto front, with case 4 and 5 representing the 
advantageous cases for NS and case 3representing a balanced optimization of both operating points. 
4.2 Data mining for profiling parameters 
Since the perturbation of the non-axisymmetric end wall was limited by a prescribed amplitude 
(±2.5%span) and range (from LE to TE), the result of optimization was only a compromised result and 
not every detail of the optimum end wall was associated with a reduction of loss. To identify the related 
area of the end wall surface where PEW exerts its influence, a correlation analysis for performance 
parameters and profiling parameters was applied in the first instance with the same theory and samples 
as those used in section 3. 
Figure16 gives the maps of γ(Lossout, xlj) for both the design and near stall points. Although the end 
wall surface was generated with Bezier curves, whose change is strongly influenced by the combined 
action of all the control points, the local deflection of each curve was still linearly related with the 
variation of each control point, as shown in equation (1). Thus, a higher value of |γ(flow parameter, xlj)| 
indicates a more significant influence of the region on the flow field. Additionally, the profiling 
parameters are x-coordinates of control points blj (1≤ l ≤ 6, 3 ≤ j ≤ 7) rather than an arbitrary point on 
the profiling surface. Therefore, the iso-lines are drawn here only for the convenience of comparison, 
and it is the value of γ at a certain control point that is meaningful.  
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a. correlation map at design point               b. correlation map near stall point 
Fig.16 Correlation factors between control nodes and flow parameters 
At the design point, there are two related regions for loss. One is locates in the SS-half of the passage 
from 0.1Ca to 0.9Ca, of which the region around b25 and b26 is inferred to be the most significant part 
according to its value. The other spreads in the rear region of full pitchwise range. Near the stall point, 
three related regions are found. The most significant one is located along the front SS corner around b12, 
b13 and b14. The other two occupy the center and rear parts of passage, roughly separated by b54-b45-b36.  
4.3 Effective profiling rules 
Figure 17 gives the distribution of −
1
𝜌
𝛁𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟  for the optimum cases, i.e. case 1-5, of the 
multi-objective optimization. Arrows illustrate the direction and contours provide the magnitude. A 
high value of driving force indicates a strong correctional force exerted on the end wall velocity. The 
analysis will focus on the relevant regions that have been identified, marked by dash lines and labeled 
using Roman numerals. Additionally, since previous analysis clearly confirmed that the reduction of 
loss mainly results from the relieved corner separation, priority will be given to this mechanism during 
the discussion. 
1) Design point 
At the design point, the driving force in Region I shows remarkable variation between the five cases. 
The correlation analysis also shows it to be the most important region for the control of corner 
separation.  
For the two low-loss cases, i.e. case 2 and 3, Region I can be divided into three sub-regions from 
outside to inside, marked 1~3, where the direction of the driving force goes against, towards and then 
against the cross-passage flow. The reverse force in I-1 extends to the upstream region near the SS 
corner and weakens the cross flow from the front SS corner to the rear mid-pitch, thus slowing down 
the accumulation of low energy fluid from PS. Then the cross flow is locally accelerated towards the 
SS corner and forced to climb span-wise by the driving force in I-2 and I-3. Since the generation of 
climb flow in the rear SS corner has been shown to be a positive factor in the correlation analysis, 
which gives a pre-mixture of low energy fluid in the separation region and reduces loss, the 
combination of driving force in the rear SS corner, i.e. the towards-against model, seems critical for 
loss reduction.  
Compared with cases 2 and 3, cases 4 and 5 show two distinct differences. One is the front part in I-1. 
Both of case 4 and 5 have a strong force towards the SS, which could promote the secondary flow in 
the front region and make the corner separation start early. This is obviously detrimental for cascade 
flow and is inferred to be the main reason why PEW incurs higher total pressure loss in cases 4 and 5. 
Another difference is the combination of the driving forces in I-2 and I-3. Although, cases 4 and 5 show 
a higher force in region I-2, it is located at a farther distance from SS and segregated by a much wider 
stripe of complex driving force in I-3. In view of the mechanism of the climb flow, this distribution is is 
inferred to be not as efficient as in case 2 and 3 to increase the climb velocity of secondary flow at the 
rear SS corner. Both of the above aspects lead to more serious corner separation and thus higher loss. 
As for case 1, it has a similar spatial distribution of driving force in I-3 as cases 4 and 5, but with a 
much more extensive area and a higher value of driving force in I-1 and I-2. The combined effect of all 
three sub regions means that case 1 has a lower loss than cases 3-5, but it is still higher than for case 2. 
According to the above analysis, it can be seen that an effective flow control method at the design 
point should broadly weaken the development of cross flow from front SS corner to the rear mid-pitch 
while locally strengthening the climb flow around the rear SS corner. This can be accomplished by a 
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combination of "against-towards-against" driving forces along the direction of the hub cross flow in the 
SS-rear region of the passage. 
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Fig.17 Driving force induced by PEW 
2) Near stall point 
Near stall point, there are three critical regions in the passage, labeled I-III. Among them, the 
distribution of driving force in region I shows most notable effect and agrees with the variation of 
Lossout,NS. According to case 3-5, the driving force in I-2 and I-3 shows a similar combination as in the 
design point cases (case 2 and 3). However, since the corner separation develops from more upstream 
region for near stall point, the direction of the driving force in region I-1 should be of most significance. 
All the cases with lower Lossout,NS, show a driving force against the SS corner in I-1 while the 
alternative cases show an opposite direction. It is known that the accumulation of low energy fluid in 
the corner separation can be relieved by the former. Therefore, a driving force against the secondary 
flow in I-1 is believed to be essential for loss reduction near stall point; otherwise, the corner separation 
will be intensified and induce higher total pressure loss. 
The intensity of the driving force in Region II-2 varies with the value of Lossout,NS. Since the force is 
in the same direction even for cases with higher loss generation (case 1 and 2), it is deduced that this 
force is only beneficial rather than critical for loss reduction. The driving force in Region III does not 
show obvious negative or positive effect on the loss reduction. 
Therefore, an effective flow control method for the near stall point should weaken the hub cross flow 
at the very front region on the SS-half of the passage. It can be accomplished by a reverse driving force 
against the hub secondary flow in the outer region of the front SS corner. At the same time, a stronger 
driving force near the mid-chord SS corner for acceleration of the cross flow is also helpful.  
Compared with the result at design point, the corner separation is also influenced by the driving 
force around the front SS but the critical region of flow control is located in a different area. This 
explains why loss reduction at design and near stall point are generally independent with each other, as 
indicated by the Lossout,DP - Lossout,NS projection in Fig.15, yet not completely independent. This finding 
is indicative of the possibility of using a profiled end wall to reach higher efficiency as well as better 
stability in axial compressor stages. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper researched a highly-loaded compressor cascade to determine the effective end wall 
profiling rules for compressors. A correlation analysis was applied for over 600 PEW cases to find out 
the general principles for PEW design by clarifying how the variation of loss, secondary flow and 
passage vortex intensity interact with each other under the influence of profiled end wall. It was shown 
that 
i. the control of corner separation is synchronous with that of span-wise blockage, and is of most 
importance for reducing total pressure loss over the full operating range.  
ii. At design point, the effect of PEW would is most apparent in the rear part of passage. The 
variation of overall loss shows an approximately inverse relation with secondary flow intensity 
and is almost independent of the passage vortex. Therefore it is not infeasible to reduce loss at the 
design point by limiting the development of passage vortex or globally reducing the secondary. 
iii. At the near stall point, the influence of PEW shows equal influence on the front and rear part of 
passage. The variation of overall loss, the intensity of overall secondary flow and the strength of 
the passage vortex almost change in the same direction because of the wide spreading corner 
separation. It is thus inferred that when significant corner separation exists in the passage, a 
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reduction of loss can be accomplished by limiting the development of the passage vortex or 
suppressing the overall secondary flow. 
A further optimization was carried out to find out the most effective way of implementing 
non-axisymmetric end wall profiling. To make the results practically applicable, profiling rules are 
were proposed focusing on the control of secondary flow by an analysis based on the "driving force" of 
PEW. It was found that:  
iv. To reduce total pressure loss at the design point, the critical profiling region was located mainly at 
the SS-rear half of passage. PEW should induce a wide range of reverse driving force near the 
pitchwise center location, a local enhancing force near the SS and a narrow strip of reverse force 
alongside the SS corner to weaken the accumulation of low energy fluid from PS to SS in a wide 
streamwise range. This would also promote a locally stronger climb flow to reduce total pressure 
loss. Otherwise, an acceleration of cross flow near the front SS corner would intensify the corner 
separation and increase total pressure loss.  
v. As for profiling at the near stall point, the critical region was located near the front SS corner. A 
driving force against the hub secondary flow in this region was essential for loss reduction. 
Otherwise, the corner separation would become more significant and increase the total pressure 
loss. Besides, the intensity of driving force near the mid-chord SS corner was also beneficial for 
loss reduction.  
vi. The critical regions for loss reduction at design and near stall points have different locations in the 
passage. Therefore, it can be inferred that the loss control of different operating points is generally 
independent and not conflicting.  
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Appendix 
Notation 
A   area and its magnitude 
AVDR  pitch averaged velocity density ratio 
blj   the node (index: i) on Bezier curve ( index: l) 
B   blockage factor 
Ca  axial chord 
C   chord 
Cp  coefficient of loss sources 
Loss  coefficient of overall loss 
m   mass flow rate 
n   unit direction vector 
P   static pressure 
Pt   total pressure 
s   solidity 
ske, skeTE secondary kinetic energy and its mass flow averaged value at TE plane  
span  height of blade 
t   normalized parameter, t ∈ [0, 1] 
V   velocity 
VoTE  averaged vortex flux at trailing edge plane 
x, y, z  Cartesian coordinate: span-wise, pitchwise, axial 
β1k, β2k  inlet blade angle, outlet blade angle 
γ   normalized correlation factor 
π   total pressure ratio 
ρ   density 
Ф   dissipation function 
ω   vorticity 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
